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ABSTRACT

The Yellowstone National Park environment plays host to a range of hyperthermophilic ecosystems. Hot sulfur springs are
inhabited by a range of bacterial and archaeal microorganisms. Understanding how these organisms replicate their DNA
under such apparently inimical conditions is of inherent interest. Furthermore, the archaeal replication system is proving to
be a valuable model for the eukaryotic replication apparatus. With the publishing of the ﬁrst archaeal genome sequences, it
became apparent that archaea and eukaryotes have closely related machineries for replication of their genomic DNA. Many
of the key players in the eukaryotic apparatus are present, usually in a simpliﬁed form in archaea. The relationship between
the archaeal and eukaryotic machineries, coupled with the stripped-down nature of the archaeal complexes and the relative
tractability of proteins derived from hyperthermophilic archaea, has led a number of laboratories around the world to focus
on archaeal DNA replication as a potentially powerful model system to reveal the molecular basis of conserved events in
replication. In this review, we will discuss recent advances in our understanding of both initiation and elongation phases of
archaeal DNA replication.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The replicon hypothesis of Jacob and colleagues (1963)
proposed that key initiator proteins interact with sites
within a DNA molecule whereupon they lead to the
initiation of DNA replication. Thus, replication initiates
at deﬁned locations in a given DNA molecule. There is a
fundamental difference in the organisation of replication
origins between bacteria and eukaryotes. Typically,
bacterial chromosomes are replicated from a single site,
usually termed oriC. In contrast, eukaryotic chromosomes
contain many origins of replication, spaced between 10 kb
and 330 kb apart. Very few archaeal origins of replication
have been characterised but, until recently, the available
data suggested that archaea, like bacteria, may only
have a single origin per chromosome. The ﬁrst archaeal
origin to be identiﬁed, that of Pyrococcus abyssi, was
described in an elegant series of studies by Myllykallio,
Forterre, and colleagues (Myllykallio et al. 2000). Initial
bioinformatics studies had suggested the location of a
single origin in P. abyssi, and this prediction was conﬁrmed
by in vivo labelling studies. These initial results were
conﬁrmed by subsequent analyses using a two-dimensional
gel electrophoresis methodology that resolves replication
intermediates (Matsunaga et al. 2001). Finally, Matsunaga
and colleagues used a high-resolution technique, termed
RIP mapping, to map the position of replication initiation
in vivo (Matsunaga et al. 2003). Intriguingly, as will be
discussed in more detail below, the P. abyssi initiation site
was found in a non-coding region immediately upstream
of the gene encoding the single Orc1/Cdc6 homolog in
this species. The ﬁne mapping approach revealed that the
initiation point was immediately adjacent to one of two
inverted repeats at the origin (Matsunaga et al. 2003).
A more recent study on Halobacterium sp. NRC1 used
a targeted genetic approach to screen selected genomic
regions for DNA elements that could lead to maintenance
of a selective marker on a plasmid otherwise incapable
of autonomous replication (Berquist and DasSarma
2003). The selectable marker could be maintained either
by conferring replication competence to the recipient
plasmid, or by promoting high levels of reversible
recombination with host chromosomal DNA. Using this

approach, a candidate origin was proposed. As was the
case with Pyrococcus, this was found in a region upstream
of a homolog of Orc1/Cdc6. Intriguingly, a bioinformatics
analysis had suggested that the main chromosome of
Halobacterium might actually contain two origins of
replication (Zhang and Zhang 2003). However, no second
origin has been conﬁrmed by experimental means to date.
Thus, to this point, these studies indicated that archaea
may, like bacteria, possess a single origin of replication per
chromosome.
A recent study, however, has revealed the presence of
at least two origins of replication, termed oriC1 and
oriC2, in the hyperthermophilic archaeon Sulfolobus
solfataricus (Robinson et al. 2004). These were localised
by a combination of 2D gel analysis and RIP mapping
to regions upstream of two of the three Orc1/Cdc6
homologs in S. solfataricus. While it has not yet been
demonstrated conclusively that both origins are used
in every cell in every cell cycle, the RIP mapping result
suggested that the majority of replicating chromosomes
have leading strand synthesis starting at both origins. This
study also revealed the presence of conserved elements
within archaeal origins of replication, origin recognition
boxes (ORB). Furthermore, ORB elements were found
associated with the origins of replication identiﬁed in
P. abyssi and Halobacterium (Figure 1, next page), organisms
in a distinct phylogenetic kingdom from S. solfataricus
(Robinson et al. 2004). As will be discussed below, these
serve as recognition sites for key initiator proteins, archaeal
homologs of the eukaryotic Orc1 and Cdc6 proteins.
2.0 ORIGIN RECOGNITION

Consensus sequences, known as DnaA boxes, within a
bacterial origin are recognised by the DnaA protein (Messer
et al. 2001). In eukaryotes there are many origins within a
chromosome that are recognised by initiator proteins (Bell
2002). The eukaryal initiator is the origin recognition
complex, ORC (Bell 2002). This is a heterohexameric
assembly with three of the subunits capable of binding ATP.
In some species, such as Saccharomyces cerevisiae, ORC
binds in an ATP-dependent manner to readily recognised
consensus sequences found within origins. In higher
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S. solfataricus oriC1
cdc6-1

100 nt

S. solfataricus oriC2
cdc6-3
P. abyssi oriC

cdc6

Halobacterium oriC
Cdc6-7

Figure 1. Diagram of the organisation of origins of replication in three archaeal species (Berquist and DasSarma 2003;
Matsunaga et al. 2003; Robinson et al. 2004). ORB elements,
binding sites for orthologs of S. solfataricus Cdc6-1 protein,
are shown as pink arrows; binding sites for S. solfataricus
Cdc6-3 are shown as blue arrows. Black arrows indicate
transition points between leading and lagging strand synthesis identified by RIP mapping. The transition point for the
Halobacterium oriC has not been mapped.

eukaryotes, no consensus sequences for origins have been
described. However, ORC still binds speciﬁcally to origincontaining DNA (Bell 2002). Whether origin identity in
higher eukaryotes is deﬁned purely at the sequence level
or by a combination of sequence and chromatin structure
is not yet fully resolved (Schaarschmidt et al. 2003). Once
origins are bound by ORC, the eukaryotic Cdc6 protein
is recruited and is, along with other proteins, involved in
recruiting and loading the presumptive replicative helicase,
the MCM complex, onto origins (Bell and Dutta 2002).
Examination of archaeal genome sequences has failed to
reveal archaeal homologs of bacterial DnaA. In contrast,
with the notable exception of Methanococcus jannaschii,
all archaeal genomes do encode at least one gene with
homology to the eukaryotic Orc1 component of ORC
(Kelman and Kelman 2003). As the archaeal proteins also
show homology to another key eukaryotic initiator protein,

Cdc6, we shall refer to the archaeal proteins as Orc1/Cdc6.
The crystal structure of the single Orc1/Cdc6 homolog
of Pyrobaculum aerophilum has been solved (Figure 2)
and reveals the presence of an N-terminal AAA+, ATPbinding fold, and a C-terminal winged helix-turn-helix
(wHTH) candidate DNA binding fold (Liu et al. 2000).
Archaeal Orc1/Cdc6s have been proposed to play roles in
origin recognition and have been shown to have sequence
non-speciﬁc DNA-binding activity. Additionally, chromatin
immunoprecipitation experiments have indicated that the
P. abyssi Orc1/Cdc6 protein is associated with the origin
in vivo (Matsunaga et al. 2001). Intriguingly, the archaeal
proteins have been shown to possess a weak DNA-regulated
auto-phosphorylation activity, although the physiological
relevance of this is not yet clear (Grabowski and Kelman
2001). Another, initially puzzling feature of archaeal Orc1/
Cdc6s is that many species encode multiple Orc1/Cdc6s,
raising the possibility that these proteins may play roles in
recognising distinct origin sequences, have distinct Orc1- or
Cdc6-like roles, or have regulatory roles.
Recent work on the three Orc1/Cdc6 homologs of
S. solfataricus, annotated by the genome sequencing project
as Cdc6-1, Cdc6-2, and Cdc6-3 (She et al. 2001)— but
homologous to both Orc1 and Cdc6 — has proposed
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Figure 2. Domain organisation of archaeal Cdc6/Orc1.
The structure of Pyrobaculum aerophilum Cdc6/Orc1 is
shown (Liu et al. 2000) and ADP/ATP and DNA binding folds
indicated. The figure was generated from PDB co-ordinates
1FNN using the prgram Pymol (available at www.pymol.
org).
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a molecular basis for the function of these proteins in
origin recognition (Robinson et al. 2004). A phylogenetic
analysis has indicated that three principal groupings of
archaeal Orc1/Cdc6s exist (Berquist and DasSarma 2003).
Intriguingly, S. solfataricus Cdc6-1 and Cdc6-3 fall into
one clade, while Cdc6-2 falls in another. Furthermore, all
archaea with more than one Orc1/Cdc6 have at least one
member in both of these groupings. Cdc6-1 is the most
highly conserved of the S. solfataricus Orc1/Cdc6s. This
protein was found to bind in a sequence-speciﬁc manner
to the ORB elements present in S. solfataricus oriC1 and
to related elements in oriC2. Cdc6-3 bound to elements
adjacent to the Cdc6-1 binding sites at oriC2, but did not
bind to oriC1. Finally, Cdc6-2 bound to sites overlapping the
Cdc6-1 and Cdc6-3 sites at oriC1 and oriC2 respectively.
A possible explanation for this complex set of interactions
came with the observation that the three Orc1/Cdc6s
showed distinct patterns of temporal regulation during the
cell cycle. Speciﬁcally, Cdc6-1 and Cdc6-3 were expressed
in cells prior to and during replication of DNA while
Cdc6-2 was expressed in post-replicative cells (Robinson
et al. 2004). This suggests, therefore, that Cdc6-1 and
Cdc6-3 may have roles promoting replication, whereas
Cdc6-2 may act as an inhibitor, preventing inappropriate
initiation of replication during the post-replicative phase
of the cell cycle. Because archaea with multiple Orc1/
Cdc6s generally appear to have at least one ortholog of
Cdc6-1 and one ortholog of Cdc6-2, it is tempting to
speculate that this situation may be widely applicable to
the regulation of archaeal DNA replication.
Once the origin has been bound by the Orc1/Cdc6
proteins, it is presumed that the replicative helicase
— most likely the archaeal MCM complex — is loaded
onto origins (Kelman and Kelman 2003). In bacteria,
DnaA does not directly load the helicase (DnaB) but
requires a third protein, DnaC. Similarly, in eukaryotes
the ORC complex loads the MCM complex in a reaction
that requires Cdc6 and Cdt1 (Bell and Dutta 2002). To
date no archaeal homolog of Cdt1 has been characterised.
However, as S. cerevisiae and Schizosaccharomyces pombe
Cdt1 proteins share only 10% identity (Tanaka and
Difﬂey 2002), it is possible that highly diverged Cdt1

homologs may exist, as yet undetected, in archaeal
genomes. Nevertheless, as discussed above, the archaeal
Orc1/Cdc6 proteins do possess homology to both Orc1
and Cdc6. It is possible, therefore, that these proteins may
play roles in loading the MCM complex. However, this
has not yet been demonstrated experimentally. One piece
of data that may support Cdc6-like roles for the archaeal
Orc1/Cdc6s has come from studies on Methanobacterium
thermoautotrophicum (Mth) Orc1/Cdc6s by Kelman
and colleagues (Shin et al. 2003a). It has been well
established that the bacterial helicase loader, DnaC,
inhibits the helicase activity of DnaB. Similarly, Kelman
and colleagues revealed that the Mth Orc1/Cdc6s both
inhibited the helicase activity of Mth MCM. Intriguingly,
the MCM from the crenarchaeon S. solfataricus was also
inhibited by these euryarchaeal proteins, suggesting a
general mechanism for archaea. The inhibition was found
to be dependent on the wHTH motif in the Orc1/Cdc6s.
Furthermore, a direct interaction between Mth Orc1/
Cdc6s and MCM was detected by yeast two-hybrid
analysis (Shin et al. 2003a).
3.0 MCM COMPLEX

The eukaryotic MCM complex is a large multi-protein
assembly, containing six related subunits, that plays a
pivotal role in licensing origins of replication (Bell and
Dutta 2002). Indeed, in higher eukaryotes MCM is
tightly regulated and expressed only in proliferating cells,
leading to its recent exploitation as a clinical marker for
cellular proliferation (Williams et al. 1998). The archaeal
MCM is composed of multiple copies of a single subunit
(Kelman and Kelman 2003). The majority of studies have
focused on the M. thermoautotrophicum MCM (Chong et
al. 2000; Kelman et al. 1999; Shechter et al. 2000). Initially
characterised as a double hexamer by a combination of
hydrodynamic analyses and electron microscopy (Chong
et al. 2000), a recent study has suggested that the protein
can, in fact, form a double heptamer (Yu et al. 2002).
Biochemical assays have shown the protein has helicase
activity and is able to melt double-stranded DNA. The
helicase activity is quite processive, liberating single strands
of over 500 nt in length in a reaction dependent upon the
hydrolysis of ATP or dATP. Sequence analysis of the
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220-240 Å apart, it is possible that a double
hexamer of MCM complex (roughly 200 Å
in length) may be loaded onto DNA between
two Cdc6-1 binding sites (Figure 4). If, as the
crystal structure of Mth MCM indicates, the
MCM hexamers face one another within the
double hexamer, then they have the capacity
to pump double-stranded DNA toward each
other. Assuming an appropriate handedness
of pumping, this could lead to under-winding
and localised melting of DNA between the
two hexamers. The single-stranded DNA
thus extruded could then be recognised by
the DNA primase molecule and strand synthesis initiated.
This situation could be maintained and eventually the entire
genome spooled through the MCMs. Alternatively, once
the single-stranded region of DNA is generated between
the two hexamers of MCM, the MCM could undergo a
remodelling event and relocate onto the exposed single
strands and proceed away from the initial site of melting.
In light of the ﬁrst model of double-strand DNA pumping,
it is noteworthy that, in higher eukaryotes, the MCM
complex appears to be localised distantly from the actual
sites of DNA replication, leading Laskey and Madine to
propose that in these organisms, the MCM may be acting
as a double-strand pump (Laskey and Madine 2003).
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Figure 3. Domain organization of an archaeal MCM protein.

archaeal MCMs reveals a highly conserved AAA+ ATPase
domain in the C-terminal two thirds of the protein (Figure
3), with a helix-turn-helix at the extreme C-terminus. Thus,
it is within this region of the protein that the hydrolysis
of ATP is catalysed and utilised to provide the motive
force that manifests itself in the unwinding of DNA.
The N-terminal region of the protein is less conserved,
and the most obvious feature within this region is a zinc
ribbon motif. Mutagenesis of this motif does not alter the
multimeric status of the protein but does reduce ATPase
and single-strand DNA binding, and abrogates helicase
activity (Poplawski et al. 2001). The crystal structure of
the N-terminal domain of Mth MCM has been solved
(Fletcher et al. 2003). This revealed a double-hexamer
arrangement with the two hexamers facing each other in a
head-to-head alignment. Importantly, a large central cavity
of at least 23 Å in diameter was apparent in the centre of
the hexameric ring, and so could readily accommodate
double- or single-stranded DNA. While the majority of
studies have focussed on the ability of archaeal MCM to
unwind DNA molecules, recent work has revealed that
the complex also has the ability to translocate over doublestranded DNA without leading to melting of the double
helix (Shin et al. 2003b). While the relevance of these two
activities remains to be demonstrated in vivo, it is tempting
to speculate that the MCM complex is initially loaded
onto double-stranded DNA by Orc1/Cdc6 proteins. It
is interesting to note that the studies of the S. solfataricus
origins of replication have indicated that at both origins,
replication initiates between inverted repeats that bind
Cdc6-1 (Robinson et al. 2004). As these repeats are located

In order to resolve these issues, it will be necessary to develop
highly deﬁned in vitro systems for origin recognition and
MCM loading in order to dissect the key intermolecular
transactions at the biochemical level. With the increasing
knowledge of archaeal origins and their interactions with
initiator proteins, it is anticipated that these systems will
be developed in the near future.
4.0 THE ARCHAEAL DNA PRIMASE(S)

Once single-stranded DNA has been exposed at origins
of replication it can be used as a template for the synthesis
of daughter DNA strands. However, DNA polymerases
(DNA pols) lack the capability to initiate de novo synthesis
of DNA. Rather, they ﬁrst require the action of a DNA
primase to synthesise a short oligonucleotide primer that
can then be extended by the DNA pol. The bacterial primase
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Cdc6-1

STEP 2
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Figure 4. Model for the loading of MCM at a
S. solfataricus origin of replication. ORB elements are
indicated as pink arrows and Cdc6-1 shown as a pink oval.
The MCM complex is shown in blue. As detailed in the text,
our model suggests that two hexamers of MCM are loaded,
facing each other between ORB elements and forming a
double hexamer (note that for clarity we only show two
MCM monomers per hexamer in this and later steps). STEP
2. When the hexamers attempt to translocate on DNA they
are held together and this has the effect of spooling DNA
into the centre of the double hexamer. STEP 3. At this point
we envisage one of two scenarios occurring. In option A, the
MCM hexamers reposition themselves on the spooled out
single stranded DNA (ssDNA). Movement of the MCM along
the ssDNA then sets up two conventional bi-directional
replication forks. In scenario B, MCMs retain their doublestranded pumping mode, extruding ever larger “rabbit
ears” of ssDNA from the centre of the MCM complex. This
extruded DNA is the recognized by primase and strand
synthesis initiated. This situation could occur until the entire
genome has spooled through the MCM complex.

is the product of the dnaG gene (Frick and Richardson
2001). In light of the generally eukaryotic-like nature of
the archaeal DNA replication proteins, it is somewhat
surprising that many archaea encode a homolog of this
protein. However, there has been no characterisation of the

biochemical properties of the archaeal DnaG; moreover,
a recent study has indicated that it co-puriﬁes with the
archaeal exosome—a complex involved in the degradation
of RNA—suggesting a role in processes other than DNA
replication (Evguenieva-Hackenberg et al. 2003).
The eukaryotic primase consists of a small subunit that
possesses the catalytic activity. This forms a tight complex
with a second, larger subunit, and, in turn, these interact
with the B subunit and a DNA polymerase (DNA polα)
to form a primase complex (Frick and Richardson 2001).
Signiﬁcantly, archaeal genomes encode homologs of two
of the four subunits of the eukaryotic primase complex.
Archaea do not have homologs of subunit B and polα but
do have clear homologs of the large and small subunit,
PriL and PriS. Initial studies focused on the isolated small
subunit. A study of M. jannaschii PriS revealed the ability
to synthesise RNA (Desogus et al. 1999). In contrast,
studies of Pyrococcus furiosus PriS indicated that it had the
capacity to generate extensive (over 1 kb) DNA molecules
(Bocquier et al. 2001). Intriguingly, a subsequent study
of the reconstituted Pyrococcus PriSL complex revealed
that the presence of the large subunit reduced this novel
DNA synthetic capability of PriS and conferred RNA
synthetic capability upon the enzyme (Liu et al. 2001). It
is not yet known if archaeal primases have speciﬁc sites
at which they prefer to initiate synthesis, although it has
been demonstrated that the Pyrococcus enzyme can initiate
synthesis with an ATP molecule (Liu et al. 2001). The
crystal structure of the Pyrococcus PriS subunit has been
determined, revealing a rather ﬂat molecule with a central
groove, proposed to be the nucleic acid binding site, and a
recess containing highly conserved aspartic acid residues,
thought to be the catalytic centre of the enzyme (Augustin
et al. 2001).
5.0 ARCHAEAL DNA POLYMERASES

All archaea possess at least one DNA pol of the B family.
This is a broadly conserved family of DNA pols, with
homologs identiﬁed in all three domains of life. Members
of the euryarchaeal kingdom also possess a novel class of
heterodimeric DNA pol, the D family (reviewed in Cann
and Ishino 1999). The D family polymerases have two
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subunits, DP1 and DP2 (Cann et al. 1998). The DP1
subunit contains a motif associated with pyrophosphatase
activity that may increase the polymerisation rate of the
enzyme. Additionally, DP1 contains a candidate-binding
motif for the sliding clamp, PCNA (see section 6.0). DP2
is the catalytic subunit of the enzyme; however, isolated
DP2 has low activity that is stimulated at least 50-fold by
DP1. Like DP1, DP2 also contains a candidate PCNA
interaction motif.
The precise roles of these two families of DNA pol in vivo
remain to be determined. It is possible, for example, that
they have compartmentalised roles in leading and lagging
strand synthesis. Further, many crenarchaea possess multiple
B family DNA pols; again, their functions in vivo remain to
be determined (Cann et al. 1999a). Some archaea possess
homologs of the “lesion bypass” or “error prone” family Y
polymerases. In particular, Dpo4, the Y-family DNA pol of
S. solfataricus P2, has been the subject of considerable study
(Kulaeva et al. 1996). The lesion bypass polymerases have
the capacity to synthesise DNA across from lesions (e.g.,
pyrimidine dimers) that would normally lead to the arrest of
DNA polymerisation. An elegant series of structural studies
has revealed the molecular basis for the low ﬁdelity and
template promiscuity of these enzymes (Ling et al. 2001,
2003). In particular, the co-crystal structure of a Dpo4/
DNA/nucleotide complex revealed limited and non-speciﬁc
interactions between Dpo4 and the replicating base pair.
Additionally, unlike the case with other DNA polymerases,
the active site is able to accommodate two template base
pairs, suggesting a mechanism by which Dpo4 can bypass
pyrimidine dimers.
6.0 ARCHAEAL SLIDING CLAMP AND
ACCESSORY FACTORS

During leading strand synthesis, the DNA pol must be
highly processive, potentially synthesising over a megabase
of DNA without releasing the template. In contrast, on the
lagging strand much shorter molecules, Okazaki fragments,
are synthesised. Recent work has shown archaeal Okazaki
fragments to be in the region of 100-200 nt (Matsunaga et
al. 2003). The processivity of the DNA pol is not an innate
property of the enzyme, but rather is conferred upon it
by association with a so-called “sliding-clamp,” a toroidal

molecule that encircles double-stranded DNA behind the
DNA pol, thereby holding it to the template (Warbrick
2000). In archaea and eukarya the sliding clamp is PCNA,
the proliferating cell nuclear antigen. Crystal structures of
Pyrococcus PCNA have been determined, revealing striking
similarity to eukaryotic PCNA structures (Matsumiya
et al. 2001). Indeed, this conservation is so high that
the archaeal PCNA has been demonstrated to interact
functionally with eukaryotic DNA pol (Ishino et al. 2001).
As well as being important for conferring processivity to
the leading strand DNA pol, PCNA also plays central
roles in lagging strand synthesis. During lagging strand
synthesis, adjacent Okazaki fragments must be joined.
This involves a complex set of reactions in which the RNA
primer of a downstream Okazaki fragment is displaced,
generating a substrate for the ﬂap endonuclease, Fen1.
Fen1 cleavage results in exposure of a 5' phosphate that
is then joined to the 3' hydroxyl of the upstream fragment
by DNA ligase. Studies in eukaryotes have revealed that
PCNA can interact with and stimulate the activity of both
Fen1 and Ligase1 (Warbrick 2000). In eukaryotes and the
euryarchaea, PCNA is a homotrimer, i.e., composed of
three identical subunits (Cann et al. 1999b; Kelman and
Hurwitz 2000). Intriguingly, in the crenarchaea, multiple
PCNA homologs are encoded in many species. A study of
the three Aeropyrum pernix PCNA homologs revealed that
these subunits have the ability to both homo- and heteromultimerise (Daimon et al. 2002). An even more extreme
case was found in S. solfataricus, in which PCNA was
found to be an obligate heterotrimer (Dionne et al. 2003).
A series of functional and interaction studies revealed that
distinct subunits of S. solfataricus PCNA had preferred
interaction partners. Speciﬁcally, PCNA1 bound Fen1,
PCNA2 interacted with DNA polB1 and the preferred
partner for PCNA3 was Ligase 1. Furthermore, although
individual PCNA subunits could interact with the partner
protein, only the intact heterotrimer could stimulate Fen1,
DNA polymerase, or ligase activities. This indicates that the
likely mechanism by which PCNA stimulates the enzymatic
activities is by acting as a passive DNA-binding tether and
thereby facilitating recruitment of these enzymes to DNA.
Finally, it was found that Fen1, DNA polB1, and Ligase 1
could bind simultaneously to the heterotrimeric PCNA ring
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(Dionne et al. 2003). This indicates a possible mechanism
to ensure tight coupling of Okazaki fragment synthesis
and maturation (Figure 5). Although the asymmetry of the
heterotrimeric Sulfolobus PCNA facilitated detection of
this assembly, it is possible that this model of simultaneous
occupancy of PCNA could be extended to homotrimeric
PCNAs in other archaea and eukaryotes. In these cases, the
speciﬁc geometry of such assemblies cannot be imposed at
the level of PCNA-factor interaction, but may be mediated
by an outer annulus of interactions between, for example,
DNA pol, Fen1, and ligase. As well as roles in leading and
lagging strand synthesis, PCNA has also been found to act
as a docking platform for a number of DNA repair proteins.
Examples in archaea include uracil DNA glycosylase (Yang
et al. 2002), involved in the detection and removal of uracil
in DNA, and the Xpf factor, a homolog of the eukaryotic
Xpf nucleotide excision repair factor (Roberts et al. 2003).
In S. solfataricus, Xpf is found in tight association with the
heterotrimeric PCNA. Indeed, PCNA is an essential cofactor for the enzymatic activity of this factor (Roberts et
al. 2003). Thus, it appears that, as in eukaryotes, archaeal
PCNA acts as a general tether for a wide range of DNA
replication and repair proteins.

Primase

3ʼ

5ʼ

DNA pol

PCNA

RFC

Lig1

FEN1

6.1 Clamp Loader

The toroidal nature of the sliding clamp presents a
potential problem in allowing DNA access to the central
cavity. The PCNA ring must be opened and re-sealed to
allow DNA access, or to remove the clamp from DNA.
This activity is mediated by the “clamp-loader,” replication
factor C (RFC), in archaea and eukaryotes. This protein
complex has ﬁve subunits; in eukaryotes, there is one
large and four related small subunits. In archaea, the
complex is somewhat simpler, consisting of one large and
a homotetramer of small subunits. RFC homologs from
a variety of archaea have now been characterised and, in
general, these molecules have been shown to utilise ATP
to load PCNA onto a circular DNA substrate (Cann et
al. 2001; Kelman and Hurwitz 2000; Seybert et al. 2002).
Both RFC subunits have been shown to interact with
PCNA. A recent study on the heterotrimeric PCNA of
Sulfolobus has indicated that two of the PCNA subunits
interact with the RFC small subunit tetramer, and the

Bell Figure 5
Figure 5. Model for co-ordinate synthesis and processing
of Okazaki fragments. DNA primase initiates synthesis of a
primer molecule (purple arrow). This is recognized by DNA
polymerase and PCNA is loaded by the RFC factor. PCNA
then acts as a scaffold for the assembly of flap endonuclease
(FEN1) and DNA ligase (Lig1). DNA pol synthesizes new DNA
(blue) and as it translocates is accompanied by PCNA, Lig1
and FEN1. On reaching the downstream Okazaki fragment,
DNA pol displaces the primer creating a substrate for cleavage by FEN1 and the consequent nick is sealed by Lig1.
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third PCNA subunit interacts with the large RFC subunit
(Dionne et al. 2003). An ATP-induced conformational
alteration in RFC could therefore be envisaged to prise
open the PCNA ring and allow DNA access.
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7.0 FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Considerable insight has been gained from the determination
of the biochemical properties of a range of individual
archaeal DNA replication-associated proteins. However, a
key goal is the reconstitution of a deﬁned in vitro replication
system to address the roles of these proteins in the greater
context. Of particular importance will be the elucidation
of evolutionarily conserved interaction interfaces that
modulate and integrate the various enzymatic activities.
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